
Lancers fight until the end but fall to New Mexico State:  
 

California Baptist University (7-9 overall, 1-2 Western Athletic Conference): 25-20-22-17=1  
New Mexico State (12-3 Overall, 3-0 Western Athletic Conference):             19-25-25-25=3 

 
By: Derryl Trujillo  
Inland Sports Senior Writer  
 
Riverside, CA (Van Dyne Gymnasium)- 
 
As a coach there is always something to learn about your team, especially in losses. This 
weekend California Baptist University's volleyball team went 0-2 in their opening homestand of 
Western Athletic Conference play. However their head coach Branden Higa learned something 
about his side in 2019: they'll fight until they cannot fight anymore.  
 
Saturday night the Lancers found themselves down 0-2 to UTRGV before coming back and 
forcing a fifth set but ultimately falling. On Monday the Lancers prevailed in set one but fell to 
New Mexico State 25-19, 20-25, 22-25, 17-25. California Baptist University won the service 
battle with eight aces to four errors (NMSU 18 errors to 6 aces) but could not contain an Aggie 
squad which hit .302% and recorded 17 total blocks.  
 
The Lancer skipper said about his opponent's blocking prowess "Blocking wise they are 
probably the best team we've seen thus far."  
 
An ace from Hana Okuhara along with a combination block from Megan Sester and Yagoda 
Jedrzejczak gave California Baptist University the early set one lead at 4-2. Their lead 
expanded to 12-8 on a kill from Sester off an Aggie overpass & Jedrzejczak's solo block. Kills 
from Cassidy Dennison and Christine Graf put the Lancers into their red zone up 21-16 before a 
Jedrzejczak kill ended it at 25-19.  
 
In set two the Lancers trailed 5-2 off a kill from New Mexico State's Megan Hart (15 kills/.560% 
hitting percentage). They rallied to tie it at five off a net violation and missed serve from NMSU 
along with another kill from Jedrzejczak. After a kill from Sydney Marks tied things at seven the 
Lancers were not tied again although they did come within two points on a number of occasions, 
most notably Chandler Gorman's solo block at 21-19. Consecutive kills from Julianna Salanoa & 
Hart ended things in set two with the sides tied at one set apiece.  
 
After the break Savannah Davidson gave New Mexico State an early set three lead at 5-4 off 
her kill. An ace from Salanoa plus kill from Davidson made it 12-10 Aggies at the set's halfway 
mark. Then a kill from Hart put NMSU up 16-11. Down 21-17 off a kill from Lia Mosher the 
Lancers mounted a run and pulled to within 22-20 on a kill from Christine Graf. On the next play 
what should've been an attack error on New Mexico State was instead awarded an Aggie kill 
giving the visitors a 23-21 lead. Davidson's kill finished it off 25-22 in favor of NMSU.  



 
Higa said about that play "We thought it missed the block completely and definitely needed that 
point. But for us to even get to that position was huge after trailing early."  
 
Early in the fourth it was all Aggies as they ran off to an early 16-8 lead. After a kill from Graf 
made it 19-10 NMSU the Lancers libero Nicole Abreu had three consecutive aces to bring 
California Baptist University within 19-13. Then a solo block from Jedrzejczak made the deficit 
five at 19-14 before Davidson's kill restored order at 20-14. Sester's kill at 21-17 was the 
Lancer's final point on Monday as NMSU finished things off with consecutive kills and 
combination blocks.  
 
Higa said afterwards "This whole weekend has been all heart from our team. It's really cool to 
see that especially in positions where we could've easily rolled over and given up. That's what a 
coach wants at any level effort, to see their players fight for every point."  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


